When a group of physicians sits together for a while, the talk generally turns to our common bond of medicine. And sooner or later, the talk focuses on "memorable patients." These are individuals who for one reason or another are indelibly printed into our memories. We can remember their names and finite details of their medical and personal lives. Most of the time these memories have a negative connotation to them. We also have trouble remembering many of the "good results" we have had! These "memorable" patients fall into two groups, the "Eeyore I's" and the "Eeyore II's."
The first group, "Eeyore I's," are those people who throughout their lives approach things with a crabby, scowling, negative attitude. They tend to infect everyone whenever and wherever they go with a portion of this attitude. When they contact your clinic on the phone, come into your waiting room or enter an exam room, there tends to be an aura of negativism that immediately produces an angst within those people they contact. They produce in us the sense that it is our fault that they are as they are and that we should modify our actions to try to change their attitude. This group tends to foster feelings of inadequacy in our entire clinic staff because we are unable to satisfy their insatiable needs.
The second group, "Eeyore II's," are memorable for a different reason. This is a group who comes to you with medical problems that are markedly complex. This group may also have compliance issues in terms of their own treatment and expectations for outcomes which are unrealistic. No matter what combination they bring to you they are "memorable" because you are not able to solve their medical/surgical problems. This group of patients unmasks in us a shared insecurity and fallibility that we have about our own abilities. There is a different type of transference in this group in that we develop a sense of guilt and failure because we are not able to solve their problems; the real answer lies in the fact that often their problems are unsolvable.
As I thought about these two types of "Eeyores," I encountered an article by Bruce Feiler in the October 2002, Gourmet Magazine. This article outlined the framework that is used by Danny Meyer, the owner of Union Square Restaurant in New York City, to ensure that every person entering his establishment is put at ease, placed in a caring environment and then served a superb meal.
This idea is what we should try to create in a clinical situation. Union Square Restaurant does this by utilizing a computer program called "Open Table System ," which tracks all manner of information about the individuals coming to their restaurant. Some of the things noted are "regular customer, likes window seat, always orders wine first," along with birthdays, anniversaries and other special characteristics. As the icons appear on the reservation computer, the greeter is able to truly personalize their first encounter with the customer. There is a wonderful icon on the computer for the person who, when making a reservation, is surly, unhappy or just plain obnoxious. This icon is curt but to the point. It comes up with the letters NL (needs love). Imagine what this would do to the attitude of an "Eeyore I!"
There are certain core values from Union Square that I have paraphrased and modified to fit the medical field. Applying these values helps remove or reduce some of the root causes of "Eeyoreisms." They are:
• Engender caring among your staff and physicians. Engender the sense within your staff and physicians to care deeply about patients' welfare. This will transcend the medical pathology to encompass the patient as a whole. • Engender an appreciation by your staff and physicians for those people who support you in the hospital, therapy sections and supply areas. • Show appreciation to all those who refer patients to your clinic. Do this in the most "hands-on" manner as possible. Having been in practice for over 30 years, I still do not have a formula to rid myself of my "memorable patients." I do make certain that I do not internalize or take blame for the cause of these patients being "memorable." After realizing that many patients do need love, I am also aware that at certain times the NL icon needs to come up and be applied to me and to my staff. Yet, sometimes there are patients for whom you must change your approach. For this group of "Eeyores," I realize that the icon should not come up NL, but instead NKP (needs a kick in the pants).
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